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SUB: PROCUREMENT THROUGH GeM

Government of lndia had launched "Government e Marketplace" (GeM) in Aug

2015 to infuse competition, transparency, fairness and elimination of arbitrariness in

procurement process. All government departments were directed to post their annual

procurement plan and procure goods and services through GeM. Most of the units

have already started procuring through GeM and are submitting bills online. A GeM Cell

has been formed in this office to clear bills online within two to three days.

3. The Units therefore, are, expected to follow the broad guidelines stipulated in

GeM for all their procurement requirements without resorting to alternative methods

and in the process inviting audit objection.
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2. However, a few units are expecting this office to grant ex-ante saRction to purchase

from local vendors or settle objection raised on such local purchase as a one-time

measure. some of the reasons given for not procuring through GeM are: The quantity

required is meagre, delivery not available in the Unit location, no internet facility, lack of
knowledge, lack of adequate manpower, etc. lnstances were also found where Units

have typed vague nomenclature of items to search in GeM portal with a clear intent to

derive a "not available" result. This is a clear attempt to circumvent procurement

through GeM. All such deviation which gives unfair advantage to local vendors will be

placed under objection and reported to Ministry. lt may be noted that this office has

not been delegated powers to accord ex-ante sanction to Units to buy from local

vendors or grant exemption from GeM formalities.
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4. Further, it is requested that Units which are facing genuine constraints in

implementing GeM may project their case to their respective headquarters and seek

direction or exemption from the Ministry, if required. Alternatively, such units can

surrender funds to their local headquarters and meet their requirement centrally. Non-

compliance of the directives issued by Ministry on GeM may also lead to delay in
processing of local purchase bills and consequent lapse of funds.
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